Advan
A
nced Disco
D overyy Projects
With kind permisssion of the EIROforum
EI
pub
blication “Sciience in Schoo
ol”, we are ab
ble to offer a nnumber of JOT
TA-JOTI
pro
ogram suggestions for Scouuts. These pro
ograms are reaady made recipes, that can be carried ouut with a little preparation by
b
anyy Scout groupp. All needed materials
m
are indicated.
i
Theese programm
mes are aimedd at introducin
ng Scouts to baasic science experiments
ex
an
nd simple techhniques in an informal and
pla
ayful way. It iss something Sccouts do to “d
discover our W
World”.

AD
DP – 1: to
o the Moon and back
Ag
ges: 14 and oldder.
Preeparation: arraange contact with
w Scout gro
oups in anotheer continent an
nd make sky photo’s
p
at nighht some time before
b
the JOT
TAJOTI weekend; ccontact a radioo amateur for help with raddio transmissio
ons; gather thee necessary m
materials
Du
uration: full weeekend with approximately
a
y 2 hours per w
work item
This Discovery pproject is abouut measuring the
t distance bbetween the Eaarth and the Moon.
M
Diffficult? Well nno. It takes some organizing
g with a distannt Scout group
p, a photo cam
mera, a radio sstation and a computer
c
hookked
up to the interneet. Right, all thhese things thaat we have avaailable during
g the JOTA-JO
OTI weekend.
Disscover the expperiments in thhe recipes below…..

Bo
ounce rad
dio signa
als off the
e moon, m
measure the delay
y and callculate the distancce
Ask your radio aamateur to bouunce a radio signal from yoour JOTA-JOT
TI station off to
t the moon. Y
You can hear the
t reflection
com
ming back andd find the distance that the radio
r
wave traavelled. How?? Follow the recipe describeed on the nextt pages.

Ca
alculate tthe distan
nce to the
e Moon frrom a nig
ghtly photto
Fin
nd a Scout grooup on about the
t same longiitude as yoursself, but as farr away from yo
ou as you cann. Next, follow
w the second
reccipe describedd on the next pages
p
to work together and ffind the distan
nce to the Moo
on.
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Measure
M
th
he distan
nce from Earth
E
to tthe Moon
n using ra
adio signa
als.
Radio amateurs can send a raddio signal to th
he moon. Thee surface of thee moon reflects the radio siignal like a miirror and the
refflected signal ccan be receiveed back on Eaarth. This is caalled “Moonbo
ounce” or “EM
ME (Earth-Mooon-Earth)” raadio
com
mmunication. It was used extensively
e
in the days beforre we had sateellites circling
g the Earth. W
We will use it to measure thee
disstance to the M
Moon.

d

T
The reflected radio
r
signal iss received by aanother station, or, by the
ttransmitting sttation itself. The
T received siignal is delayed typically a
ffew seconds due
d to the travel time of the radio wave (aat the speed off
llight) between
n the Earth and
d the Moon. T
The radio sign
nal needs to coover
tthis distance tw
wice. From th
his, the distancce earth-moon
n can be
ccalculated.
T
The distance d can be found
d with a simplle calculation::
d = ½ c . t. 100-6
w
where
d = distance Earth
E
– Moon in
i km
c = 3. 108 m/s, the speed of light
t = measured time
t
delay in milliseconds
m

ue to the curvaature of the Eaarth, the simplle formula intrroduces a smaall error: as illustrated in thee picture, the distance
d
to thee
Du
Mo
oon is slightlyy different, deppending on wh
here the obserrvation point is
i on Earth, close to the equuator or closerr to one of the
polles. However, this error is very
v
small com
mpared to the huge distancee to the Moon, so it is negleected for this experiment.
e

Material
M
The assistance oof your JOTA--JOTI radio am
mateur is needded to send the radio signal to the Moon. The equipmeent can be
insstalled at your Scout stationn. It requires an
n antenna poinnted at the Mo
oon, a radio trransmitter / rec
eceiver and a dual-channel
d
osccilloscope. Yoour radio amatteur will be ab
ble to get the eequipment tog
gether, if needed with the heelp of a local amateur
a
radioo
clu
ub.
It looks somethinng like this:
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Prrocedure
1.
2.
3.

Install tthe radio statioon and connecct it to the anttenna.
Select aan appropriatee frequency in
n the VHF or U
UHF amateur radio band.
Point thhe antenna tow
wards the Moo
on. (You can ffind out on thee internet wheere exactly thee Moon is placced in the skyy, as
seen froom your location, at the tim
me of the experriment, e.g. att http://theskyllive.com/plannetarium?obj=moon).
4. Connecct the oscillosccope to the sou
und input of tthe transmitterr in such a way that it show
ws the signal being transmittted.
5. Connecct the output of
o the receiver to the secondd channel of th
he oscilloscope.
6. Ask thee radio amateuur to transmit a signal (e.g. in Morse codee or as a series of pulses thaat easily show
w on the
oscillosscope).
7. On the receiver, (or on
o the transceiver in so-callled “break-in mode”)
m
listen for the reflect
ction of your signal and wattch
it on thee oscilloscopee.
8. Adjust the antenna direction if neeeded.
9. Align thhe two signalss seen on the oscilloscope
o
aand read the time delay betw
ween them offf the screen.
10. Calculaate the distancce d to the Moon.

A louder allternative
e
If you
u can’t hear yyour own refleected signal, orr just want to receive a loud
der signal, it iss
also possible
p
to usee a large astro
onomy telescope in the Nethherlands as yo
our receiver. The
T
telesccope has beenn refurbished and
a is operated
d by a group oof radio amateeurs. All signaals
that it receives are streamed onto the internet,, using a technnique called SDR, Softwaree
Defin
ned Radio. Ann SDR is basiccally a compu
uter that conveerts all signals it receives innto a
data stream
s
on the internet. Any
yone can listen
n to the signalss, easily from
m a computer
connected to the innternet. During
g the JOTA-JO
OTI weekendd, the radio am
mateurs at the
telesccope will do thheir best to caatch all the refflected signalss from the Mo
oon and pass
them on onto the innternet. All yo
ou need is to surf
s to http://w
websdr.camrass.nl:8901/ whhere
you can
c directly heear radio signaals received by this large teelescope anten
nna. The web
page looks somethhing like this:

n the web pagee, your radio amateur
a
can
On
select the correct mode to receeive the
refflected signal ffrom the Mooon (CW,
US
SB, AM etc.).

Th
he alterna
ate proce
edure
1.
2.
3.

Install tthe radio statioon and connecct it to the anttenna.
Select aan appropriatee frequency in
n the VHF or U
UHF amateur radio band.
Point thhe antenna tow
wards the Moo
on. (You can ffind out on thee internet wheere exactly thee Moon is placced in the skyy, as
seen froom your location, at the tim
me of the experriment, e.g. att http://theskyllive.com/plannetarium?obj=moon).
4. Using tthe same web site, please ch
heck that the ttelescope in th
he Netherlandss can see the M
Moon at the tiime of your
experim
ment (you mayy be in a differrent time zonee yourself).
5. Connecct the oscillosccope to the sou
und input of tthe transmitterr in such a way that it show
ws the signal being transmittted.
6. Connecct the audio ouutput of the co
omputer to thee second chann
nel of the osciilloscope
7. Shift thhe little yellow
w slider in the computer screeen centre ontto the same freequency that yyour radio am
mateur is usingg to
transmiit your signal to
t the Moon
8. Ask thee radio amateuur to transmit a signal (e.g. in Morse codee or as a series of pulses thaat easily show
w on the
oscillosscope)
9. On the computer listeen for the reflection of yourr signal and watch
w
it on the oscilloscope..
10. Adjust the antenna direction if neeeded.
11. Align thhe two signalss seen on the oscilloscope
o
aand read the time delay betw
ween them offf the screen.
12. Calculaate the distancce d to the Moon.
ue to the delayy introduced byy streaming th
he signals oveer the internet,, a small error will be introdduced in the calculated
Du
disstance. This exxtra delay is tyypically an ord
der of magnituude smaller th
han the delay caused
c
by the signal travel time betweenn
Earrth and Moonn and is therefoore neglected in this experim
ment.
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Calculate the distance to the Moon from a nightly photo, with help of your
Antipode.
With some high-school geometry and a good photo camera, you can measure and calculate the distance to the Moon.
But first, you will need to find your “antipode”, a Scout group in the same longitude of the Earth, but on the opposite side.
The Antipode is the spot on the surface of the Earth directly beneath you. For example, if you were standing on the North Pole
your antipode would be the South Pole.
Find a Scout group, through a radio or internet contact, that is at your antipode (or close to it). This can of course be done some
weeks before the JOTA-JOTI weekend.
Of course, make sure you can be in direct contact, over the internet, by radio or even give the Moonbounce radio experiment
described above a chance to make a link between the two of you (and have your first “antipode qso”).
Carry on to the next page for the recipe how to measure the distance to the Moon, by working together with your Antipode.
(The recipe is written for use by schools but can be used by Scout groups is exactly the same way).

World JOTA‐JOTI Team

JOTA‐JOTI 2016

World Organization of the Scout Movement
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Earth and Moon
from space

Geometry
can take you
to the Moon
Measure the distance from Earth to the Moon using
high-school geometry and an international network of
schools and observatories.
Image courtesy of NASA

By Davide Cenadelli, Albino Carbognani, Andrea Bernagozzi and Cristina Olivotto
Imagine stretching your arm out and looking at your thumb,
first with one eye, then with the other. The apparent shift of
your thumb with respect to the background is called parallax.
The same principle applies if two different schools ‘look’ at
the Moon: they will see it slightly shifted with respect to the
stars in the background.
In this activity, schools in different continents pair up so
students aged 16-19 can compare their observation of the
Moon across distances and calculate Earth’s distance to it
(figure 1). Equipped with only a good camera and a good
knowledge of geometry, the observation takes approximately
1 hour and the calculation 3 hours (establishing the
partnership might take a little longer…).

Defining the right conditions
The overall observation plan for the activity is detailed in
figure 1, where M is the Moon, depicted as a point because
its size is very small compared to the distance calculated
(approximately 1/100th).
As in many scientific endeavours, planning is key. In this
case, in addition to defining the right conditions to make the
observations, the teacher needs to determine what margin
of error is acceptable: this is important so the pupils are not
disappointed if they don’t find the exact distance. Below
we list a number of important points to highlight when
discussing the activity with the class, but also when setting
up the partnership with another school.
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For that approximation to be as exact
as possible, the two observation points
need to be at the same longitude, and
the Moon should be at its highest point
(in culmination)w1 at the moment of the
observation. This ideal situation is very
difficult to obtain but we recommend
that you stay as close to it as possible
and that you are aware of the errors
implied by sizeable deviations from
such conditions.
Moreover, if the Moon’s angle with the
celestial equator (declination)w1 is equal
to the average of the latitudes of A and
B, ABM forms an isosceles triangle and
this further simplifies the calculations.

Having the right sky in the
background
You will also need at least two bright
starsw1 (or planets) in the background to
find the two apparent positions of the
Moon, MA and MB.

Geometrical assumptions

If we measure the angle α and the
distance AB – known as the baseline –
plus another angle in the triangle ABM,
we can calculate all the other distances.
Otherwise, we can make the triangle
ABM become isosceles, and knowledge
of α and AB is sufficient to calculate all
the distances.
A key point is that the baseline must be
long enough, when compared to the
distance we want to find, to prevent
the parallax from becoming vanishingly
small. For the Moon, a distance between
the partner schools of around 1000 km
is enough, but the larger it is, the better.

But there will still be errors…
Despite all the care that will go into
choosing the best conditions, the
measurements will not be perfect. The
main sources of error are:
a)

Imprecision in spotting the shift of
the Moon in the two images, mainly
because of overexposure of the
Moon’s disk;

b) A, B, C and M not lying exactly in a
plane;
c) Distortions due to camera lenses;

Image courtesy of the authors

Then we will consider that the two
straight lines AMA and BMA are almost

parallel, as are AMB and BMB. This
would mean that the angles α ≈ α’
(figure 1). While not strictly true, this
assumption is acceptable, as the pairs of
lines converge far from both Earth and
the Moon. Of course, this appears to be
very far from true in figure 1, because it
is not drawn to scale.

Figure 1: A and B are two positions on Earth (two schools for example) as seen from above the pole; N is the
middle between A and B; M is the Moon; MA and MB are the places where the Moon appears to be in the sky,
as viewed from A and B, respectively; α is the parallax angle
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Physics
Maths
Astrophysics
Geography
Computer science
Ages 14-16

REVIEW

Figure 1 shows how two observers
(A and B) will see the Moon, M, as
being in two slightly different positions
in the sky. While in practice the two
observation points, A and B, M, and
the centre of Earth, C, do not lie on the
same plane, to simplify the calculations
so that we can use planar trigonometry
alone we assume that they do.

This article describes a
nice way to bring together
mathematics with other
science subjects, such as
physics. It shows how to
calculate the distance to
the Moon or even Mars by
using your own data from
camera images and from
your partner institution (e.g.
the parallax network). Using
pure mathematics – or
pure applied mathematics,
since you are solving a real
problem – you will get good
results.
Because of its short but
efficient introduction, this
article can be used either by
science or by mathematics
teachers.
Gerd Vogt,
Higher Secondary School
for Environment and
Economics, Yspertal, Austria

d) Observation conditions;
e) Atmospheric refraction;
f) Time synchronisation.
Errors due to d) and e) are not very
important: our measurement is based
upon large angles and so is not affected
greatly by an imprecision of a few
arcseconds.
Time synchronisation (f) is not very
important either because the Moon
travels the equivalent of its own
diameter in one hour, so an imperfect
synchronisation of a few seconds (or
even minutes) is not relevant.
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North celestial pole

Image courtesy of Nicola Graf

Culmination angle of a
celestial body

North Pole
Equator
South Pole
Celestial equator

South celestial pole

Distortions due to camera lenses (c)
can be reduced if a small angle of view
is used, like the one provided by a
telephoto lens. A normal camera lens
introduces a larger, but still acceptable,
error. In our case, that angle was not so
small and we estimate it generated an
imprecision of approximately 1-2%.

Material
The only specific material necessary
is a good camera to take photos of the
Moon and the sky. A telephoto lens with
a focal length of around 100–200 mm is
the best choice, but a normal lens will
also work if the bright stars or planets in
the background are not very close to the
Moon.

We set up a network of schools, observatories and educators across the
planet to undertake this measurement. It is made up of the following
members:

• Mario Koch, teacher at the Friedrich-Schiller-Gymnasium in Weimar,
Germany

Background

Errors due to a) and b) are the most
important and can account for an
imprecision of 5-10% each. Together,
they account for an overall error of
about 10-20%. To reduce a) we must
choose a long parallax baseline so
that the shift of the Moon is as large
as possible; to reduce b) we must
properly choose places and moments for
observations so that A, B, C and M lie in
the same plane. If both conditions hold
(for us, the first condition did but the
second didn’t), the error can be reduced
to a few percent.

The parallax network

• Noorali Jiwaji, physics lecturer at the Open University of Tanzania in
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
• Frank Oßwald, teacher at the Goethegymnasium in Weissenfels,
Germany
• Matthias Penselin, teacher at Albert Schweitzer Gymnasium Crailsheim
and at the House of Astronomy in Heidelberg, Germany
• Alexander GM Pietrow, Iosto Fodde and Jelle Mes, students from
Leiden Observatory and members of the observing committee of the
Leidsch Astronomisch Dispuut ‘F. Kaiser’, Leiden, Netherlands
• Elena Servida, teacher at Liceo Vittorio Veneto in Milan, Italy
• Brian Sheen, Roseland Observatory, St Austell, UK
With this network, or their own, teachers can propose dates to carry out
lunar observations to work out the distance from Earth to the Moon.
The long distances between the schools in our network provide a
sufficiently long baseline (distance AB) to make it possible to measure
Earth’s distance from Mars in May 2016 (Cenadelli et al, 2009; Penselin et
al, 2014). At that time, Earth will be situated between the Sun and Mars,
and Mars will be almost at its closest possible distance to Earth, an ideal
position for such observations.
If you would like to contact any part of this international network to
perform measurements, please contact Davide Cenadelli at
davide.cenadelli@unimi.it
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Figure 2: Superimposition of the
two images taken on 2 February
2015 at 20.02 UT, simultaneously
by an observer in Cape Town and
at OAVdA

Moon from Cape Town
Moon from OAVdA

Procyon

Jupiter

Procedure
1. Use the parallax network (see box) to find a school or
observatory that is on a similar longitude to your school.
2. Note the latitude and longitude of the two partners
(λ = latitude, l = longitude). Here, we use observations
taken in Cape Town, South Africa, and at the Astronomical
Observatory of the Autonomous Region of the Aosta Valley
(OAVdA), Italy:
OAVdA, Italy: (λI 45.78° N, lI 7.48° E)
Cape Town, South Africa: (λS 33.93° S, lS 18.42° E)
3. Agree the exact dates and times for the Moon observations
(it is better to plan for several dates, in case the weather
is bad). The two observers above agreed to make a
simultaneous observation on 2 February 2015 at 20.02
UT. That evening there were two bright reference bodies,
Jupiter and Procyon (α CMi), in the sky not far from the
Moon, which could serve as reference points against
which to measure the position of the Moon.
The best circumstances are when bright background
planets or stars, such as Jupiter and Procyon, are visible in
the Moon’s proximity, and ideally as close as possible to it
so that a telephoto lens with a small field of view can be
used. This helps to avoid the large perspective distortion
effects typical of wide-field lenses.

4. On the chosen date, all participants with clear skies
should take several images of the Moon with a camera,
following the predefined time schedule. The images need
to show as clearly as possible the Moon and the two bright
reference bodies. They should be captured with different
exposure times, in order to choose the best compromise
between a not overwhemingly bright Moon and yet visible
background stars.
5. Superimpose the images from two different observers into
a single image, as in figure 2.
• Measure the distance from Jupiter to Procyon on one
image, and rescale the other image to match that distance so that both images are on the same scale;
• Superimpose the images and mark the position of the
Moon as seen from both schools on the same image;
• Measure the shift of the centre of the Moon.
6. Calculate the parallax baseline, AB, as shown in figure 1.
The angle, δ, between the two observers A and B can be
calculated as follows (Roy & Clarcke (1977):
cos δ = sin λI sin λS + cos λI cos λS cos(lI − lS )
		

= −sin (45.78°) sin (33.93°) + cos (45.78°) cos 		
(33.93°) cos (10.94°)

		

= 0.1681

Thus δ = 80.32°
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Image courtesy of NASA

The Moon and Earth as seen from the International Space Station

Image courtesy of the authors

7. Calculate the parallax angle, α.
By simply using a ruler, we can estimate that the shift of
the Moon that we observed (figure 2) is about 2.4 lunar
diameters. As seen from Earth, the lunar diameter subtends
an angle of 0.5°; that is, if we draw two lines from the eye
of an observer to the extremes of the lunar diameter, the
angle between the lines is 0.5°.
Therefore if one lunar diameter corresponds to 0.5° and
the apparent shift of the Moon we observed is 2.4 lunar
diameters, then:
α = 2.4 * 0.5 = 1.2°

Figure 3: Close-up of the section of figure 1 showing the space between Earth
and the Moon, and the angles β and γ

If we assume that Earth is perfectly spherical and its radius is
6367 km, the baseline AB is given by:

8. Calculate the distance between the Moon and the centre
of the Earth, CM.
We will calculate CM in two cases. In both cases we
assume that A, B, M and C lie in the same plane.
Case 1: ABM is an isosceles triangle
In this case, the angles BAM and ABM are equal, and:

AB = 2BN
		

= 2(CB * sin (δ/2))

		

= 2 × 6367 km × sin (80.32°/2)

		

= 8212 km 				

CM = CN+NM
		

= CAcos

δ

( )

()

tan

= 4 866 km + 392 080 km

(2)

		
		
= 396 900 km 		

(3)
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The known distance at the time of measurementw1 was
397 900 km, so we obtained a value that is under
estimated by a mere 0.3%. Because of the approximations
we used, this accuracy was partly a matter of luck.
Case 2: ABM is not an isosceles triangle
If we drop the assumption that AMB is an isosceles
triangle, we need to know the value of another angle, such
as BAM. BAM is equal to the sum of β, i.e. the altitude of
the Moon above the horizon from A, and γ (see figure 3). β
can be measured with proper equipment or, in its absence,
can be taken to be almost equal to the altitudew1 of one of
the reference stars or planets we used to measure the shift
of the Moon. For Procyon, we had β = 39.3°.
We can calculate γ using the value for δ that we calculated
earlier and the geometry rule that says:
γ = δ/2.
It follows that BAM = β + γ = 79.5°.
Finally, if we apply the law of sines to triangle ANM, we
have:

≈ 385 536 km

→NM = AN

		

(4)

and hence:
CM ≈ CN + NM
+ NM

		

= CAcos

		

= 4 866km + 385 536 km ≈ 390 400 km

(5)

Even without the approximation, this result is still realistic
and only 1.9% less than the known value.
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